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If your laboratory is helping your community return to school, Quiksal Oral Rinse is an ideal solution for
student testing.

The Quiksal Oral Rinse Specimen Collection Device is designed to replace nasal swabs and saliva collection
devices for use in COVID-19 testing. This collection device is a 2ml oral rinse that is swished for 60 seconds
and returned to its container.

If you would like more information on how we can validate your laboratory using this method, please reach
out to Community Care at 844.419.2470 or purchasing@communityhcps.com

Non-invasive and can be self administered by the student

Post stabilization buffer extends stability and deactivates the virus

Safer handling and pre-analytical processes 

Reduced viscosity makes testing easier and reduces cross-contamination

Food grade ingredients stimulate the salivary glands eliminating dry mouth concerns

Reduced non-infectious positives

Optimized for specimen pooling

Validation specimens available



COVID - 19 Oral Rinse Instructions

Patient should have 
nothing by mouth 15 

minutes prior to 
collecting sample.

Write the patient’s full 
name, date of birth, and 
date/time of collection 
on both labels (top and 
side) on tube. Please 
top label with patient 

info onto the test order 
form.

Remove the tube 
cap from the 

collection tub and 
hand to patient.

Instruct patient to dispense the oral 
rinse fluid from the collection tube 

into mouth. Return tube to 
collector. DO NOT swallow 

contents. Instruct the patient to swish 
the contents around vigorously for a 

full minute. After 1 minute have 
patient spit the entire contents into 

collection tube.

Add the stabilization 
solution from the syringe 
(Note: remove cap from 

syringe first) or tear-away 
pouch directly into the 

collection 
tube after patient has spit 

in tube.

FAQ: 
1. Patient should not take anything in the mouth 15 minutes prior to sample collection. This includes food, gum, any tobacco products, fluids and medications. If the patient has consumed anything by mouth, you must 

wait 15 minutes after consumption before performing the test.
2. If the patient accidently swallows the oral rinse, instruct them to spit out the contents and start over. Swallowing the oral rinse does not cause harm, it is completely food grade.
3. The stabilization solutions in step 5 may come in the form of a syringe or a tear-way package. Do NOT put stabilization solution in mouth.
4. Testing kits should be stored in cool and dry place at 35 - 86 F degrees.

Thank you for purchasing the COVID-19 Oral Rinse kit from Community Care. We are here to answer any of your questions, please contact us at Community Care Client Services.
CS@elementhcp.com
844-419-3470

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Carefully place the cap securely 
on the tube. Close tightly to 

prevent leaking. Invert tube 2-3 
times to fully mix stabilization 
solution with oral rinse from 

patient.

Step 7

Place collection tube 
into bio-hazard zip-
closure bag and seal 

completely. Place 
the folded test order 

form in the front 
pouch of the bio-

hazard bag.

No Food No Drink
No Medication

Name: 
__________

DOB: 
__________

Date/Time of 

Collection: 

__________

or

_________

_________
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